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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 8 June 2016 

 

HASSALLS HOLD FIRST EVER ‘KNAACK BOX WARS’ 
 

More than 150 Knaack toolboxes will be up for auction in Hassalls’ latest sale in Central Queensland 

dubbed ‘Knaack Box Wars’, which are all being sold completely unreserved. 

 

On Saturday 18 June from 10am, locals, farmers, businessmen and tradies will have two minutes to 

inspect each Knaack box before bidding, committing to take home whatever trinkets or treasure may 

be hidden inside. 

 

The idea was inspired by critically acclaimed TV show ‘Storage Wars’, which follows people who bid 

money on abandoned storage units hoping to find priceless goods inside. 

 

Previously sold Knaack boxes have been full of a wide range of hand tools, construction equipment, 

welders, drills, angle grinders, clamps, extension leads, spirit levels, tape measures, hammers and 

numerous other miscellaneous items. 

 

Hassalls General Manager Steve Wall said his team were excited to hold the first ever ‘Knaack Box 

Wars’, which is expected to draw a large, competitive crowd. 

 

“With only two minutes to take a look at each box, we expect some fierce competition,” said Mr Wall. 

 

“We wanted to create a one-of-a-kind auction that generated a sense of fun and excitement, all while 

providing good value product to the local community. 

 

“For those with a keen eye, this auction is a prime opportunity to pick up a great deal, especially if 

you’re in the market for smaller goods including power and hand tools or construction equipment.” 

 

There is no online catalogue as each box is secret and hidden, but for more information on the 

auction including terms and conditions, head to: http://hassalls.com.au/auction.php?id=675. 

 

The auction will be held Saturday 18 June from 10am at 35-53 Somerset Rd Gracemere, QLD. To 

view a map, click here. 

 

-Ends- 
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About Hassalls 
Hassalls is a leading provider of independent asset valuation and disposal services in the Australian 

resources sector. 

 

Australian owned and operated, Hassalls works with companies, governments, financiers and 

restructuring professionals to evaluate and realise asset value. 

 

Operating for more than 15 years and specialising in the resources, industrial and construction 

sectors, Hassalls’ services include valuation advice and managing sales via a wide range of channels, 

including on-site and online auctions, tenders, and private treaty sales.  

 

Strategically located near Australia’s mining hubs, Hassalls uses its local market access and global 

network of contacts to bring buyers and sellers together. 

 

hassalls.com.au 

 
For further information or to organise an interview or vision opportunities please contact: 

 

Cassandra Cooney, Communication Manager  

(p) 07 3286 3333 / 0447 530 156 

(e) cassandra@elevatecom.com.au  

 

Sam Moore, Communication Coordinator 

(p) 07 3286 3333 / 0452 220 973 

(e) sam@elevatecom.com.au  

	  
 


